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We describe the integral radiation characteristics integrated over the entire spec- 
trum for the rapid calculationof heat transfer in systems containing hot hydrogen, 
with variable temperature and pressure fields. 

In [1-3] we developed a new integral method for the calculation of heat transfer by 
radiation in the real spectrum when there is a line structure. Previously, before solving 
the gasdynamics problem, we carry out a complete integration with respect to frequency, and 
also with respect to angles if there is sufficient symmetry in the system. We calculate 
matrices of functionals of two types which depend only on the macroparameters of the problem- 
the temperatures, the pressures, and the geometric dimensions. The calculation of the heat 
exchange reduces to making a selection from the matrix of characteristics and integrating 
them once. The time required for calculating the radiation field becomes small in comparison 
with the time required to solve the gasdynamics problem, while in conventional methods the 
relation between the amounts of time spent is reversed. The essence of the method is that 
the absorptive capacity of the gas is independent of the specific distribution of the param- 
eters along the path of absorption and is determined only by the integral of the absorption 
coefficient taken along this path. The real distributions of the parameters may be replaced 
by a set of model splines in such a way that the absorptive capacity remains approximately 
the same. The method enables us to work numerically on a gasdynamics network whose step de- 
pends only on the gradients of temperature, pressure, and velocity and does not require the 
introduction of special networks whose step depends on the optical density. It is fairly 
simple and accessible to a wide class of specialists in thermophysics and gasdynamics who 
have no special training in the field of atomic spectroscopy. The integral characteristics 
consist of a set of smooth functions that can be easily stored in computer memories. 

The method of effective occupancies [3-6], based on a large amount of experimental ma- 
terial, enabled us to obtain such values of the spectral radiation characteristics as were 
suitable for measurement. It takes account of the effects of the gradual transition of the 
line spectrum to the continuous spectrum; for the contours of spectral lines which have no 
analytic expression, we used the results of exact calculations. 

In the present study we describe the tables of the partial characteristics AI (or Som) 
and ASim, which will be used in calculating the flux fields and flux divergence fields in 
systems of any geometric form with arbitrary distribution of pressure and temperature. 

The partial intensity AI has the form 

x 

AI(T~, P~, Tx, Px' x) = f Iv~ (Tt) kv (T~, P~)exp ('--.! k~ 01)d~1) dr. (1) 

The source for calculating the divergence fields is 

Som(Tx, Px, T~, P~, x) = l~ Px)exp (-- !' k;~v,)d~])dr. (2) 
0 b 

The partial efflux is 

:[l~ (T~ -- I$ (T v} ]/ev P~) le$, T:<., j' , d~}) dr. (3) 
0 f~ 
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Fig. 1. Scheme showing the ca l cu la t i on  of the 
integrals (1)-(3). 
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of the absorp- 
tion coefficient kv of hydrogen 
for T = 15,000~ P = i bar. v, 
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Here T~, P~ are the parameters of the source (Fig. i); TX, PX are the parameters at the calcu- 
lation point (or the sink); x = I~ --XI is the geometric distance from the point ~ of the 
source to the calculation point X. The inner integrals in (1)-(3) are taken along the path 
specified by the modeling splines, so that the coefficient of absorption ~(~) in these in- 
tegrals is determined by the distribution of the parameters T(n) and P(n):kv ~ kv(Tn, Pn). 

It can be seen that the source Som (2), except for the difference in notation, coincides 
with the partial intensity AI(1), so that all we need calculate are two functionals out of 
the three. 

The composition of the hydrogen plasma, taking into account the effects of the interac- 
tion in it, is calculated in [4, 5]. The optical spectrum of atomic hydrogen is simpler in 
structure than the spectra of complex atoms. Calculating this spectrum, however, is made 
difficult by the fact that there is no analytical description for the contours of the spec- 
tral lines, in the broadening of which the linear Stark effect plays an essential role. Be- 
cause of this, in calculations we must use the relevant data in the form of tables. The 
theory of broadening of hydrogen lines, first developed by Grim et al., was later improved, 
and today there are relatively detailed tables of normalized contours [7], as well as tables 
obtained by using relaxation theory [8]. In the contours tabulated in [8], Doppler broaden- 
ing has also been introduced with the aid of a convolution procedure. 

A complete study of the spectrum of atomic hydrogen and a calculation of the energy 
radiated by an isothermal volume of such a plasma were first carried out in [9]. Detailed 
calculations of the optical characteristics of hydrogen plasma, taking account of the contri- 
bution made by molecular bands, were given in [i0]. The tables obtained in that study are 
the most complete in the literature. In the present study, in constructing the spectrum for 
calculating the partial characteristics, we have taken into account all the most important 
radiation processes whose role is explained in [I0]. The interaction of the particles in 
the plasma is taken into account according to the method of [3-6]. The intensities of the 
ionizing fields are given with the corresponding terms in square brackets in [3, 6]. In 
calculating the bound--free transitions from the ground and excited states, we took account 
both of the optical shift and of the reduction in the occupancy of those levels whose photo- 
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Fig. 3. Scheme for the three-di- 
mensional integration of the radia- 
tion field. 

ionization contributes to the given frequency. The photoionization cross section [Ii, 12] 
was extrapolated to the long-wave region in accordance with the principle of spectroscopic 
stability. The free-free transitions in the proton fields were calculated by Kramer's formu- 
las [ii]. The free--free transitions in the fields of negative H- ions were taken into ac- 
count in accordance with the data of [13], and in the fields of neutrals in accordance with 
those of [14]. In the latter case we used the approximations proposed in [15]. The photo- 
detachment of electrons from negative ions was calculated by using the cross sections from 
[16, 17], an approximation to which was also given in [15]. The line spectrum was calculated 
according to the tables of [8], into which we introduced resonance broadening by using the 
convolution procedure. For weak lines we used the approximate expressions given in [18]. 
The occupancies of all the bound states were calculated by the method of effective occu- 
pancies. At low temperatures and high pressures, a considerable contribution to the absorp- 
tion coefficient is made by the molecular bands. These processes were taken into account by 
means of the approximate expressions of [19, 20] with a smoothed rotational structure. In 
Fig. 2, as an example, we show the behavior of the coefficient of absorption of the hydrogen 
plasma as a function of frequency. The effect of the smooth transition from a line spectrum 
to a continuous spectrum can be clearly seen. 

The error in the calculation of the integral characteristcs from the known coefficient 
of absorption is 1%. The main error is due to the coefficient of absorption, which is calcu- 
lated with an error of 5-10% in different ranges. 

The tables of partial characteristics calculated in the present study are designed for 
the calculation of the intensity, fields of fluxes, and divergences of fluxes of radiant en- 
ergy in systems of any geometry with a characteristic dimension up to i m, containing hot 
hydrogen, with an arbitrary distribution of pressure in the interval from 0.I to 30 bar and 
temperature from room temperature to 20,000~ 

The tables have five input parameters (T~, P~, TX, PX, x). The source temperature T~ 
is given from 8000 to 20,000~ with a step of AT E = 2000~ The contribution made to the 
heat transfer by the segments with temperature TE < 8000~ is Small and may be set equal to 
zero. The temperature T X of the calculation point (or the sink) is given from 2000 to 
20,000~ with a step of ATx = 2000~ For points of the volume at which the temperature 
T X < 2000~ we can set the temperature equal to 2000~ and be sure that the error will be 
small. 

For convenience of interpolation, the pressures and geometric dimensions are given on 
a logarithmic scale. The logarithm of the pressure (in bars) varies from --i to +1.5, which 
ensures that we can calculate values from 0.i to about 30 bar. The logarithm of x (in centi- 
meters) varies from --2 to +2, which corresponds to dimensions from 0.i mm to i m. 

In the tables we give the mantissa and the order. Thus, the number 81 + 01 corresponds 
to a value of 0.81-101 . 

The dimensions of the partial characteristics and the results obtained by interpolating 
in the tables (measuring the step of the network in centimeters) are the following: Al -- 
W~cm-3"sr-1; ASim-- W-cm-~.sr-1; I -- W.cm-=-sr-~; VI -- W.cm-3"sr-~; S -- W/cm=; VS -- W/cm 3. 

For the calculation of the intensity at the point X of the system in the direction of 

(Fig. 3) we must calculate the integral 
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Fig. 4. 
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Approximation of segments of working profiles 
by the modeling splines. 

L 

t(X, ft)= .i'AI(T> Pt, T x, Px, x)d~. (4) 
X 

Here AI is the partial intensity, taken from the tables; Tr and Pr are the temperature and 
the pressure at the point ~ (the parameters of the source); T X and PX are the temperature 
and the pressure at the calculation point X. For a crude calculation the latter parameters 
are taken directly at the point X, while for more refined calculations they are computed by 
the formulas (Fig, 4a) 

2 
T'x = - -  i" T (q)d~l-- T~, (5) 

x k  
x = I~ - -  x ! .  

2 
Px = -7-3" p (rl) d~l -- P~, (6) 

X 

The approximations (5) and (6) take account of the fact that the photons emitted at the 
point ~ and reaching the point X, the determining quantity is the optical density of the path 

+ X. The step of the integration, d~ for (4) and d~ for (5) and (6), may be selected from 
the available gasdynamic network. There is no need to construct a special network for calcu- 
lating the radiation field by the method of partial characteristics. The upper limit L in 
the integral (4) is determined by the boundary of the radiating volume (Fig. 3). 

After calculating the intensity field, we can calculate the flux field by the formula 

S(X)~ (I(X, fl) Qd~. (7) 
(4~) 

When we use a spherical system of coordinates (Fig. 3), the components of the vector S(X) 
have the form 

2 g  

& (x) = S do i" d~S (x, o, ,~)~in~-O oos,~, ( 8 )  
o b 

%(x)  = ,[ dO [ d~1(X, O, q,)~ir q~, ( 9 )  
o b 

Sz (X) = ~ dO 2 d~l (X, O, cp) sin 0 cos O. (lO) 
0 0 

- To determine the divergences of the fluxes of radiation, we must first calculate at the 
poin t  X the quan t i t y  

L 

vI(X, ~)=Som(X,  L)-- fASim(Tt ,  Pt, T x, Px, ~d~. (11) 
k 

Here Som(X, L) is the effective source of photons emitted from the point X in the direction 
opposite to ~, taking account of the photon absorption along the path X ~ L. The source 
Som(X~ L) is chosen from the matrix AI according to the rule 

Som (X, L)=  AI(Tx, Px' Tt, PL. x). (12) 

Here TX and PX are source parameters, and therefore in the matrix AI(Tx, P,, Ti, Pa, x) 
these are the first pair of parameters, i.e., they must be substituted into the matrix AI to 
replace the parameters T~ and P~. The parameters TL and PL are the temperature and pressure 
of the boundary of the ray X § L (Fig. i). In the exact formulation these parameters should, 
if possible, be calculated by formulas analogous to (5) and (6) (Fig. 45): 
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2 L 

r '  i r (0) ,: , i-  rx, (;.3) 

p;, 2 
= -- i' - Px (14) 

x~ 

T~ and P~ in formula (12) are the second pair of parameters of the matrix AI. In the 
expressions (13), (14), as well as in the matrix AI(TI, P,, Ti, Pi, x), when formula (12) is 
used, x = IL-- X;. 

The integral on the right in (ii) is the effective interchange and is calculated with 
the aid of the matrix of partial interchanges ASim(Tc, PC, TX, PX, x). In the present case 
the parameters of the source points TC, PC and the sink TX, PX are equally important and must 
be taken directly at these points (Fig. 4c). It should be borne in mind that the matrix 
ASim is antisymmetric with respect to simultaneous inversion of the temperatures T[~-T x and 
the pressures P ~ x: 

A Sim(Ti, Pi, Tj, Pj, x)=--ASim(Tj, Ps, Ti, Pi, x). (15) 

In the calculated tables we give only half of the matrix ASim for T C > T X. Its second 
half (for T C < TX) can be recorded in a computer memory by using formula (15). Thus, in 
order to enter into the memory an element of ASim when T C = I0,000, TX = 14,000~ PC = i, 
PX = i0 bar, we must select from the tables the element for T C = 14,000, T X = 10,000~ PC = 
10, PX = 1 bar and write it into the memory with a minus sign. The diagonal of the matrix 
ASim for TX = T C should be filled with zeros. 

After calculating the quantity VI, we calculate the divergence of the flux: 

vS(X) = ,[ vI(X, •)dft. (16) 
(.in) 

When we use a spherical system of coordinates, 

~TS(X) = [dO i'dc~vI(X, O, ~)sinO. (17) 

The tables described in the article can be obtained at the Institute of Theoretical and 
Applied Mechanics of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences (630090, Novosibirsk, 
90, ul. Institutskaya, 4/1). They are prepared in the form of ATsPU printouts, on punched 
cards, or recorded on the customer's magnetic tape. 

NOTATION 
o I~, spectral intensity of the equilibrium radiation; k~, spectral coefficient of absorp- 

tion; T, absolute temperature; P, pressure; 2, unit vector; d2, element in the space of angu- 
lar coordinates; x, X, C, ~, geometric coordinates. 
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TRANSIENT THERMAL LENS FORMED BY SHORT LASER PULSE 

IN CONDENSED MEDIUM 

E. T. Bruk-Levinson, Z. Plochotski, 
and I. V. Khodan 

UDC 535.42+621.378 

The problem of relaxation is solved for a thermal lens which has been formed by a 
short laser pulse in a condensed medium. An expression is obtained for the focal 
length of such a lens and the asymptotic trend of the focal length as time increases 
is determined. 

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in quasioptical structures developing in 
nonuniformly heated media. Gradients of thermodynamic parameters caused space--time modula- 
tion of the refractive index~ which alters the optical properties of the medium. It has 
demonstrated in earlier studies [i, 2] that formation and relaxation of a thermal phase dif- 
fraction grating can be successfully used in transient holography as well as for contactless 
measurements of thermophysical properties of materials. There are also known gaseous lenses 
used as phase correctors for light guides. 

In this communication the results of a study pertaining to a thermal lens formed during 
passage of a short strong laser pulse through a thin layer of a substance will be presented, 
whereupon a relation will be established between thermophysical properties of that substance, 
the space--time variation of the refractive index, and the optical properties of the lens. 
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